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Well-known theorems of Azumaya [3] and Morita [l l] give necessary and 
sufficient conditions to insure that the category of finitely generated left modules 
over a (necessarily left artinian) ring is dual to the category of finitely generated 
right modules over a ring S. However, there is surprisingly little information 
available on which artinian rings (in addition to artin algebras and QF rings) 
have self-duality, i.e., Morita duality between their categories of finitely 
generated left and right modules. The categories of modules over Nakayama’s 
serial rings are better known than those over any other significant class of non- 
semisimple rings. Indeed, a serial ring is one over which each module is a direct 
sum of uniserial modules (i.e., modules with chains for submodule lattices) 
that are factors of principal one-sided ideals generated by primitive idempotents 
(see [4, 191). In this paper we address the question of whether serial rings have 
self-duality. We show that there is a large class of serial rings that do have 
self-duality (and we remark here that we know of none that do not). 
As we have just suggested, the existing literature on rings with self-duality 
is sparse. The class of these rings has however been shown to include commuta- 
tive rings which have a Morita duality with any ring [12, 221, linearly compact 
algebras over a commutative ring having self-duality [22], certain factors of 
skew polynomial rings [20], hereditary artinian tensor rings satisfying duality 
conditions [2], and artinian rings with quivers that are trees [8]. 
In the first section, we review the structures of an indecomposable serial 
ring and its minimal injective cogenerator as they are determined by a certain 
series of primitive left ideals, first studied by Kupisch [lo] and later by Murase 
[16, 17, 181 and Fuller [5]. A ssociated with the Kupisch series is a sequence of 
the composition lengths of the primitive left ideals, called the admissible 
sequence. The second section is devoted to establishing that a serial ring with 
a strictly increasing admissible sequence has self-duality. This result was 
already known in the special case of an indecomposable hereditary serial ring, 
that is, a block upper triangular matrix ring over a division ring [8]. 
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A self-duality D over a ring R is called weakly symmetric if D(Re/ Je) E eR/e J 
for every primitive idempotent e E R and J = rad R. (Weakly symmetric self- 
dualities have figured importantly in W. Miiller’s studies of rings of finite 
representation type [14, 151.) The .R,-dual provides a self-duality if R is QF, 
or equivalently for an indecomposable serial ring, if the admissible sequence 
of R is constant [lo, 161. This duality is weakly symmetric just in case Re/Je z 
Soc(Re) for each primitive idempotent e E R. In section three, we give a charac- 
terization of a ring with a weakly symmetric duality and show that every QF 
serial ring does have a weakly symmetric duality. In section four, we prove that 
if the lattice of submodules of every indecomposable left or right projective 
module over an artinian ring R with a weakly symmetric duality is a distributive 
lattice, then every factor ring of R has a (weakly symmetric) self-duality. Since 
every self-duality over a serial ring with a strictly increasing admissible sequence 
is weakly symmetric, we thus obtain our summarizing theorem: Any factor 
ring of a serial ring with a strictly increasing or a constant admissible sequence has 
self-duality. We conclude with an example of a serial ring which has self-duality 
but is not such a factor ing. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Homomorphisms between left modules will be written on the right, so that 
fg is first f,then g; similarly, theendomorphism ring of a left module will act 
on the right. The natural isomorphism Hom,(Re, Rf) g eRf will often be 
regarded as an identification for idempotents e, f E R. If M is a left R-module, 
the injective envelope of M is denoted E(,M) and the composition length c(JV) 
The right annihilator of X in Y is rr(X) = {y E Y ( Xy = O}; in particular, if 
J = rad R, then Sock(M) = rM(Jk). 
An artinian ring R is said to have a self-(Morita) duality if there is a Morita 
duality D between R-mod, the category of finitely generated left R-modules, 
and mod-R, the category of finitely generated right R-modules. Since we are 
assuming that R is artinian, Morita [l l] and Azumaya [3] have shown: 
(1.1) R has a self-duality D if and only if there is an in&tive cogenerator RE 
of R-mod and a ring isomorphism y: R -+ End(,E) (which induces a right R-struc- 
ture on E via x . r = xv(r) for x E E and r E R), such that the dualities D and 
Hom,( , RER) are naturally equivaknt. 
Assume now that R is an indecomposable serial ring with J = rad R. Let 
h ,-.., e,} be a basic set of primitive idempotents of R and let ci = c(Ret) for 
i = l,..., n. Then the unique composition series of Rei is Re, = Joed 2 Jei 2 
Jzei 2 ‘.. 2 J”‘ei = 0, and Soc,(Rei) = Jei-“ei . For each integer j,let [j] denote 
the least strictly positive r mainder of j modulo n; in particular, [jn] = n. Then 
the basic set of primitive idempotents can be indexed so that [IO]: 
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(1.2) (1) Re,/JeiE Jei+l/J’ei+, (i = l,...,n - 1) and Re,/Je,r Je1/J2q 
ifJe,#O; 
(2) ci > 2 (i = 2,..., n); and 
(3) c[~+~I < ci + 1 (i = l,..., n). 
We will also insist that the indexing be chosen to insure: 
(4) Cl < cj (i = l,..., n). 
The series Re, ,..., Re, is called a (left) Kupisch series of R and c, ,..,, c is 
the corresponding admissible sequence ofR. From property (l), it quickly follows 
that [5, Lemma 2.11: 
(1.3) If Jkej # 0 then Jkej G Re[j-k]/pj-keb-k] . 
Murase [18] defines a chain end of R to be a member Ret of the Kupisch 
series with c[i+rl < ci . The chain ends are precisely the indecomposable injective 
projective l ft R-modules, and every indecomposable injective l ft R-module is 
an epimorph of a chain end [5, Theorem 2.51: 
(1.4) For each i, Re[,+b .-1~ , is u chain end and E(Rei/ Jet)~Re[i+bi-ll/Jb’eri+b,-ll , 
where bi = c(e,RR). 
Every indecomposable module M over a serial ring R is both quasi-injective 
and quasi-projective; thatis, for every submodule N C M, every homomorphism 
N + M extends to an endomorph&m of M, and every homomorphism 
M + M/N factors through the natural epimorphism [5, Theorem 5.41. Then 
also for submodules KC NC M, every diagram 
M M 
1 
RX / 
\ 
‘I 
,/ 
g 1 
0-K-N and M/K - M/N----+0 
can be completed. 
A principal technique used in the proofs of (2.4) and (3.2) is that of changing 
the domain or the range of a function. For example, the factor theorem states 
that over any ring R, if fi K + M is an R-homomorphism and g: K + N is 
an epimorphism with kerg C kerf, then there is a homomorphism h: N + M 
such that gh = f. If M is quasi-injective, we can replace the requirement that 
g: K -+ N be an epimorphism by hypothesizing the existence of a monomor- 
N/(ker f)g -+ M. (In the factor theorem, Ii: N/(kerf)g -+ M defined by 
A: x + (ker f)g I+ (x)h f or x E N is a monomorphism.) For consider the com- 
mutative diagram 
481/59/z-8 
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K---G K/kerf AM 
Q 
1 1 
% II 
N II, N/(kerf)g --% M, 
where g is the induced monomorphism and 7 is the natural epimorphism. 
Assuming that N/(kerf)g embeds into M, the quasi-injectivity of M yields 
a map h: N/(ker f)g -+ M that makes the diagram commute, and we take 
h = $: N -+ M. Thus we have shown: 
(1.5) Assume that M is quasi-injective and let f: K + M and g: K + N be 
homomorphisms such that ker g C kerf. If there exists a monomorphism 
N/(ker f )g + M, then there is a homomorphism h: N-j M such that gh =f: 
KBN 
By a dual argument one can show: 
(1.6) Assume that M is quasi-projective and let f: M -+ K and g: N -+ K be 
homomorphisms such that img >_ im f. If there exists an epimorphism 
M -+ (im f) g-l, then there is a homommphism h: M -+ N such that hg = f: 
M 
f 
hi 
Yi c 
N 7 K. 
Finally, assume R is serial, J = rad R, and M and N are indecomposable 
(hence, uniserial) R-modules. If Sot(M) z Sot(N), then E(M) and E(N) are 
isomorphic and also uniserial, so there is a monomorphism either from M to N 
or from N to M. This and a dual argument demonstrate: 
(1.7) Let M and N be indecomposable modules over a seGl rittg R with 
c(M) < 4’0 
(1) If Sot(M) s Sot(N), then there is a monomo@hism M-w N. 
(2) If M/ JM g N/ JN, thez there is an epimorphism N --+ M. 
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2. SERIAL RINGS WITH STRICTLY INCREGING ADMISSIBLE SEQUENCES 
Now we assume that R is an indecomposable serial ring and that the admissible 
sequence of R is strictly increasing, that is, that Q+~ = ci + 1 for i = l,..., n - 1. 
Then from the results cited in section one, Re, is the only indecomposable 
injective projective left R-module; every indecomposable projective left 
R-module embeds in Re, ; and every indecomposable injective left R-module 
is isomorphic to a factor of Re, . Playing a role dual to that of Re, is the module 
U = Jne, z Je, : 
(2.1) LEMMA. Let R be an indecomposable serial ring with a strictly increasing 
admissible sequence. Let Ei = E(Rei/Jei) be the injective envelope of Rei/Jei and 
let U = Jnen . Let ki = [cn + i]. Then 
(1) Each indecomposable projective module embeds in Re,: Rei s Jn-ie, =
Soc,,,-n+i(R4; 
(2) U embeds properly into each indecomposable projective: U z J”ei = 
Soccd-i(.@); 
(3) Each indecomposable injective is an epimorph of Re,: Ei g 
Ren/JC”-ki+le,, = Re,/Socki-,(Re,); and 
(4) U is a proper epimorph of each indecomposable injective: U g 
Eil~-“Ei = Ed/SOC,-ki+,(Ei). 
Proof. Assume that the admissible s quence of R is c, < c2 < ‘.. < c, . 
By (1.3) and the hypothesis c, > n, 0 # Jn-ien s RellJCn-(n-i)ei . But 
c, = ci + (n - i), so Jc,-(n-i)ei = 0and the first conclusion follows. Next, since 
UsJne,, c(U) = c, - n < ci and Sot(U) = Soc(Re,) g Soc(Rei), so U 
embeds properly into each indecomposable projective. Comparing lengths 
gives U g J”ei .
For (3) and (4) recall (1.4) Ei g Re[i+bi_ll/Jb”e[i+a,-ll where bi= c(e,R). 
Since Re, is the only chain end, we must havepn = i + 6, - 1 for some integer 
p and Ei E Re,/Jbie, . Because 0 < c, - bi < n (see [5, Theorem 2.5]), 
c, - b, + 1 = [cn - bi + I] = [c, + i] = ki and (3) follows. Finally, since 
c(U) = c, - n < c, - k, + 1 = c(Ei) and UlJU z E,/JE, , U is a proper 
factor of Et. Comparing composition lengths gives U E Ei/JCnenEi = 
EiISOCn-k,+l(Ei)* 
The two modules Re,, and U are fundamental to the argument of the main 
theorem of this ection. 
We shall need two other technical lemmas in the proof of Theorem ((2.4) 
The first analyzes maps between indecomposable projectives; the second 
concerns the structure ofindecomposable injectives. 
(2.2) LEMMA. Let R be an indecomposable serial ring with Kupisch series 
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lie, ,..., Re, . If 1 <I~ < i < n and g: Rei -+ Rej is an R-homomorphism, then 
img C Jj-tn-iej ; moreover, if the admissible sequence of R is strictly increasing 
andg # 0, then c(kerg) > n. 
Proof. By (1.3) ei( J”ej/ Jk+‘ej) # 0 only if [j - k] = i. Since j + n - i < n, 
the least K with [j - K] = i is K = j + n - i. Thus img C Jj+n-iej . Notice 
that if g # 0, then Sfnwiej # 0 and c(img) < ci - (j + n - i). If R has a 
strictly increasing admissible sequence, then ci = cj + (i - j). Hence c(ker g) = 
ci-c(img)>,fi-(c,--(j+n-i))=n. 
For a left R-module M and ie(l,..., n}, define d<(M) = c(eiReieiM) to be 
the number of composition factors of M isomorphic to RetI Jei . 
(2.3) LEMMA. Let R be an indecomposable serial ring with strictly increasing 
admissible sequence c, < c2 < ... < c, . Then for i E {l,..., n}, 
(1) d,(Re,) - 1 = d,(U) < d,(E,) = di(Ei) = di(Re,) ,< d,(Re,); and 
(2) c(EJ = nd,(E,) - i + 1. 
Proof. Let Si g Rej{Jej . By (2.1) and (1.3), the composition factors of Ei 
are, in order, (*) E,/JE, eg S, , S,-, ,..., S[i+ll , Si , t&l ,..., S , S, ,..., Si ,..., 
S 1 pee.7 S, )..a, S~i+ll p Si g SOC(Ei)* 
From Jjen/Ji+le, g S,, for jE{O,..., n - l}, it follows that d,(U) = 
dn(J”e,) = d,(Re,) - 1. B ecause U is a factor of Ei and Ei of Re, , d,(U) < 
dn(Ei) < d,@,>. F rom (*) it is clear that d,(Ei) = di(Ei). That Ei is a factor 
of Re, implies d,(E,) < di(Re,). S ince Ei is a maximal extension of Si and 
since every factor of Re, is uniform (every submodule is essential), we must 
also have d,(E,) > di(Re,), and (1) is proven. For (2), note that by (*), 
c(E,) = (n - i) + 1 + (d,(Ei) - 1)n = ndn(Ei) - i + 1. 
(2.4) THEOREM. An indecomposable serial ring with a strictly increasing 
admissible sequence has self-duality. 
Proof. Let R be an indecomposable serial ring with (e, ,..., e,> a basic set of 
primitive idempotents of R and admissible sequence c1 < c2 < .** < c, . We 
may assume that R is basic and that c1 > 1, for if c1 = 1, then A is a triangular 
matrix ring and the theorem follows from [8, Proposition 41. Set J = rad R, 
U=Jnen, and Ei = E(Rei/Jei). Let E = &, EC be the minimal injective 
cogenerator of R-mod, and let S = End(E) with fi E S the natural projection 
onto Ei . ‘We will exhibit a ring isomorphism CD: S -+ R with @( fi) = e, . An 
element s E S may be represented as an (n x n)-matrix with the (i,j)-entry 
equal to fisfj , which we regard as an R-homomorphism from Et to Ei . The 
ring isomorphism 0 will first be defined as an epimorphism from fiSfj to eiRej 
for each pair (i, j), then extended additively to a function from S to R. To this 
end, define oli and pi as follows: If d,(E,) = d,,(Re,), let ai: Re, --+ Ei be an 
epimorphism and ,&$: Rei -+ Re, a monomorphism; if d,(E,) = d,(Re,) - 1, 
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let CQ: Ed + U be an epimorpbism and /Ii: U -+ Rei a monomorphism. The 
maps tii and fit (i = I,..., n)will remain fixed throughout he proof. Under 
each case below, we first define @(fesfj) = eirej , then verify that @ is a well- 
defined function, and finally show that @ is onto: 
(i) &(I$) = d,(Re,) = &(I!?,). Consider the following commutative 
diagram: 
Re, BI Re, Q( Ei 
Let y = aifisfj ; then the map 6 exists ince aj is an epimorphism and Re, is 
projective. Let E = &S. The map earej exists if im E c im pi since & is a mono- 
morphism. If i <i then im E C J+ie, C J”-ielz = im & . Assume i > j. 
From (2.3) and the hypothesis d,(&) = d,(E,), c(EJ = nd,(&) - i + 1 < 
&,(I$) - i + 1 = c(E,). Since Ei/ JEi E Re,/ Je, , it follows that (im y) a~’ = 
(im f&J a;’ C (J”Ei) a;’ = Jne, + ker olj . But because d,(Ej) = d,(Re,), 
O=e,kerorj and keroriGJne,. Hence im E C im 6 Z (im y) ~lj’ C Jne, C 
J1z+e, = im pj . Therefore ire9 does exist. 
Since the relation @ is additive on fiSfj (to fisfj + f<S’fj correspond the maps 
y + y’, 6 + S’, E + E’, and eirej + ep’ej), inorder to demonstrate that @ is a 
well-defined function, itsuffices to show that if eirej # 0 and eirei corresponds 
to fisfj ,then fisf, # 0. Accordingly, assume eirej # 0. Then since & is a mono- 
morphism, 0 # e,re& = E = pi8 and 6 # 0. Next, y = &j = 0 iff im 6 C ker aj . 
Now &(Re,) = d&Y,), so e, ker aj = 0, but (e,)S # 0. Thus im S $ ker 01~ 
and y # 0. Hence aifisfj = y # 0, so fisfj -# 0 and @ is a well-defined function. 
Finally, toshow that @(f$‘f~) = e,Rej , let eirej # 0 be given. Let E = eire& ; 
then the map 6 exists ince /Ii s a monomorphism and Re, is injective. L t
y = SCQ . By the factor theorem, fisfj exists if ker 0~~ C ker y since CQ is an epi- 
morphism. If i <j, then from (2.3) and the hypothesis d,(&) = d,(E,), the 
inequality c(E,) > c(E,) follows. Hence, since submodules (particular ker a$) 
of uniserial modules are stable under endomorphisms, c(ker y) = c(ker 601~) > 
c(ker CQ) = c(Re,) - c(Ej) > c(Re,) - c(Ei) = c(ker CQ). If i >j, then by (2.2) 
c(ker e,rej) >, a, so c(ker y) 3 c(ker /Z&y) = c(ker eire@pj) > c(ker e,rej) >,1z > 
c(ker CQ). Therefore ker CQ C ker y and fisfj does exist. 
(ii) d,(Ei) = d,(Re,) > d,(U) = d,(&). Consider the following com- 
mutative diagram: 
Rei -ff+ Re, 2 E, 
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In this case, we may define y, 6, E, and eirej by composition; inparticular, 
@(f&) = pjtiifisfjaipj = eirej . That @ is well-defined is clear. 
In order to show that @ is onto, let eirei be given with eirej # 0. The map E 
exists by (1.5) if c(Re,/(ker irei) pi) < c(Rej) since Soc(Re,J(ker ,rej) /Ii) z 
Soc(ReJker e,rej) G Soc(Rei). Because d,(Re,) = d,(&) > d,(&) = &(Re,) 
d >j and c(ker eirej) > n by (2.2). Th us c(Re,/ker(e,re,) pi) = c(Re,) -
c(ker eire9) < c(Re,) - n < c(Rei), and E does exist. Since im E CJiej = im & 
by (2.2) and & is a monomorphism, 6exists. Next, y exists bythe factor theorem, 
since q is an epimorphism and c(ker CQ) < rz = c(Re,) - c(U) < c(ker 6). 
Finally, d,(Ei) > dn(Ej) implies c(Ei) > c(Ej) > c((im y) UT’), SO fisfi exists 
by (1.6) since both Ei and (im y) ~lj’ are factors of Re, . 
(iii) d,(E,) = d,(U) < d,(Re,) = da(Ej). Consider the following com- 
mutative diagram: 
Since (Y~ is an epimorphism, the map y exists bythe factor theorem if c(ker CQ) < 
c(kerf&J. But d,(Ei) < dn(Ej), so imf& CJnEi , an epimorph of U = Jne, . 
And now c(ker q) + c(U) = c(E,) = c(kerf&) + c(imf&) < c(kerf& + 
c(U). Thus c(ker ai) < c(kerfisfj) and y does exist. Since Uy _C J”Ej , 
c(( UY) q’) < 4P-Q @, = 4 u), so 8 exists by (1.6). Next, E exists because 
Pi is a monomorphism and Re, is injective. Finally, since d6(Re,) = dn(Ei) < 
dn(Ei) = dj(Re,), i <j, ci < cj , and im E C im /3$ .Thus e,rej exists since pj is 
a monomorphism. 
Now assuming that ezrei # 0, also z = eye& # 0 since pj is a monomorphism. 
Because 1 + dn(Ei) = d,(Re,) = d,(E,), (2.1) implies that c(Re,) - c(E,) > 
c(E,) - c(EJ = i, and hence, ei Soci(Ren) = 0. Since E # 0, im E 1 Soci+,(Re,). 
c(ker E) = c(ReJ - c(im E) < c(Re,) - (i + 1) < c(im pi), and im pi g ker E 
Therefore 6 = pie # 0. Next, y = &j = 0 iff im 6 C ker aj . NOW d,(Re,) = 
d,(E,), so e, ker a5 = 0, but (e,)s # 0. Thus im 6 $ ker aj and y # 0. Finally, 
fasfj = aiy + 0 since tii s an epimorphism, and @ is a well-defined function. 
It is clearly onto, taking fisfj = ti&eirej,9j~~ for eirej E e,Rei . 
(iv) d,(E,) = d,(U) = dn(Ej). Consider the following commutative dia- 
gram: 
Bi Re, ---+ U &Ei 
I , ei*ej I ,>’ 
/’ ; 
i Ir' i 
6 Y,/’ /’ 
1 
fiSfj 
)c 
81 Rei ----+ U LEj 
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Let y =fisjjq ; then 6 exists by the factor theorem since ker q C ker y. Let 
E = S& . The map eirei exists by (1.5) if c(ReJ(ker l ) &) < c(ReJ. If i < j, 
then c(ReJ(ker C) &) < c(ReJ < c(ReJ. If i >i, then (2.3) and d,(&) = d,(EJ 
imply c(Ed < @3), SO imfrsf3 CJnEj and im 6 = imf,sf+xj CJ”U. Thus, 
either im E = 0 and we take edref = 0, or c(im l ) = c(im 8) < c(U) - n and 
thus c(ker C) > 71, c(Re,) > c(Re,) - n 3 c(Rei) - n > c(Re,/(ker )/$), and 
@(ftsfi) = eiref does exist. 
Assume that eirei # 0. Then setting K = c(im e,reJ, 0 # e8(im eirei) = 
ei Soc,(Rej) E ei Soc,(Re,). Since d,(E,) < d,(Re,), again we see that K > i + 1, 
and c(ker eirej) = ci - c(im e,rej) < ci - i = c(im pi)* Therefore imp $ ker ejrej 
and E = piegei # 0. And now, since 01~ is an epimorphism, 0 # CQE = fisfp$j , 
so fisfj # 0 and CD is well-defined. 
Finally, let eirej be given and set E = @,rej. The map 6 exists ince 
im E C im flj and pj is a monomorphism; let y = oriS. By (1.6) fisf exists if 
c(E,) > c((imr) ~7’). If i <j, then d,(&) = d,(&) implies c(Ei) > c(E,) >
c((im 7) c$). If i >i, then im eirej C J’+“-‘ej , SO im E C Jj+nei . Hence 
im 7 C JnU and either y = 0 and we take fisfj = 0, or c((im y) a~‘) = c(im y) + 
c(ker aj) < c(U) - n + c(ker a3) = c(Ej) - n < c(&). Therefore fisfj exists 
and @ is onto. 
Now we may define @: S --+ R via @: s i--t Zi,g@(f<Sfj)e That Q, is surjective 
and additive follows from the results in (i)-(iv) above and the abelian group 
direct sum decompositions R = Zi,jedRe3 and S = &fiSfi . The function @
is multiplicative since, given fisf, and fjs’fk ,the diagram and maps y”, S”, E”, 
and eirseic corresponding tof*sfjS’fk are given by writing the (i, j)- and (i, K)- 
diagrams adjacent o each other and preceding y’, 8, E’ by fisfj ,8, or eirej , as 
is appropriate. For example, if d&r&) = d,(U) = d,(E,) < dn(Ej) = d,(Re,), 
we may take eir”elc = eirejr’e, : 
Re, --k Re, & Ej 
8. Re, ----+ UQ’- Ek 
(There are 8 cases; see Fig. 1.) Thus G(s) @(s’) = (~~,ieire3)(z;,~jeirle,) = 
Zii.j,lce,re3r’ele = @(ss’). Therefore CD is a surjective ring homomorphism. Since 
R is basic, c(Ss) = c(Homs(S, &)) = c(&) = c(RR) by (1.4), and ker @ = 0; 
hence, @ is an isomorphism. Therefore R has self-duality. 
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i,i,i i,ii,ii 
iii,ii,iv 
iv,iii,iii iv,iv,iv 
FIG. 1. Verification of multiplication in Theorem (2.4). 
3. SERIAL RINGS WITH CONSTANT ADMISSIBLE SEQUENCES 
An indecomposable serial ring R has a constant admissible sequence if and 
only if it is quasi-Frobenius (QF) [lo, 161, i.e., Hom,( , RRR) defines a self- 
Morita duality. A QF ring R is weakly symmetric if the duality given by the 
regular bimodule RRR is a weakly symmetric duality; equivalently, if Re/ Je s 
Soc(Re) for each primitive idempotent e E R and J = rad R. Even though 
many QF serial rings are not weakly symmetric, we shall see that all QF serial 
rings have a weakly symmetric duality. We will need the following characteriza- 
tion of an artinian ring with a weakly symmetric duality. 
(3.1) PROPOSITION. Let R be an artinian ring with J = rad R. Then R has a 
weakly symmetric duality if and only if there is an injective cogeneratm E of R-mod 
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and a ring isomorphism ‘p: R + End($) such that ET(e) s E(Re/Je) for each 
primitive idempotent e of R. In particular E = E(R/J); if R is basic, then E is the 
minimal injective cogenerator. 
Proof. Using (1. l), it remains to be shown that he duality D = Hom( , RER) 
is weakly symmetric if and only if for each primitive idempotent e of R, 
Ee = ET(e) s E(Re/Je). This follows from the string of equivalent s atements: 
Ee g E(Re/Je); Soc(Ee) z Re/Je; 0 # e Soc(Ee); 0 # Hom(Re/Je, E)e = 
D(Re/ Je)e; D(Re/ Je) g eRle J. 
Of course, in order to show that R has a weakly symmetric duality, it is 
sufficient to show ET(e) s E(R e /J ) f e or each element eof a basic set of primitive 
idempotents of R. As an application f(3.1), we may conclude immediately 
from the proof of (2.4) that serial rings with strictly increasing admissible 
sequences have weakly symmetric dualities. 
Turning our attention toserial rings with constant admissible s quences, we
first remark that an indecomposable QF serial ring R with admissible s quence 
Cl = c2 zzz **. = c, is weakly symmetric if and only if [cj] = 1 for some j, 
since [cj] = 1 forces [ci] = 1 and hence, Rei/Jei s Soc(Rei) for all iE {l,..., n} 
(see (1.3)). Also note that Rei/ Jei c Soc(Rej) implies ReLi& JeriW1l g 
Soc(Re[,,l). That every QF serial ring has a weakly symmetric duality is a 
consequence of 
(3.2) PROPOSITION. Let R be a basic indecomposable QF serial ring with 
Kupisch series Re, ,..., Re, . If R is not weakly symmetric, then there exists an 
automorphism z+k R + R such that $1 ei + eri-,l for i = l,..., n.
Proof. We may regard R s End(&, Ree), so that if r E R, then 
r = .Zi,jeirej is the sum of R-homomorphisms eirej: Red -+ Re, . For each 
i E {l,..., n}  let rli: Re[,-,I -+ Jei be the projective cover. We will first define 4
as a surjection from e,Rej to e[i-llRel,-ll for each pair (i, j) via I/J: e,rej ++Fiji , 
where & is defined in the appropriate case below. 
(i) Soc(Rej) s Rei/ Jei . Consider the following commutative diagram: 
First, note that Soc(Re,) E Rei/ Jei implies i f j since R is not weakly symmetric. 
Hence, Reire* C Je3 = im 7j . Therefore CQ exists by the projectivity of Re, . 
Also the map oii is unique, for if aij7j = arlj, then ei(tiir - LX) E ker 73 = 
Socked $ %/Je, , so aij - 01 = 0. Then let #(eirej) = & = 7pi, . 
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To show that #(eiRei) = et,-llRe[l-,~ , let flij: Reti-,] -+ Reb-,l . Since i # j 
in this case, ker pii 1 Sot Re[i-ll = ker Q , so Bij factors through Ret,-,l/ker Q: 
0 -+ Reti-ll/ker Q ----+ Qi &, 
Since Re[j-,l is injective, there is a map “ii: Re, - Re[+,l with qi~llij = /?i, . 
Now let eirej = CQ$Q . 
(ii) Soc(Rej) E$ Rei/Jei . C onsider the following commutative diagram: 
R+-11 ‘li Re, 
Rem --%- Rei 
Let mij = qie,rej . Now im aaj C Jei = im r], , so pij exists since Rt~[,-~l is projec- 
tive. And & is unique, for if BiiTj = /?7j , then e[i-Il(/3ii - /3) E ker Q = 
Soc(%j-,I) cg Re[i-dJe[~-ll , soBU - B = 0. 
To see that #(e,Re$) = e[i-llRe[j-ll , let &: Re[i-ll -+ Re[j-ll be given and 
set aii = pijrlj . Then ReLiplpdj C Jej , so ker vi = Soc(Re[,-,I) C ker CQ , and 
thus CQ factors through Ret,-Il/ker TV: 
0 -+ Re&ker Q ------+ ” Rei 
Rej 
Since Rej is injective, there is a map eirei: lie, + Rej with qieirej = aij and 
#(e,rej) = pij . 
Define a surjection 4: R -+ R via 4: r = .Zi,jeirei H Zi,jfl<j . A simple argu- 
ment shows that pij + & is the map associated with eirej + eg’ej , and it 
foilows that I# is additive. To show that + is multiplicative, it is sufficient o 
show that for all i, j, K E {I ,..., n}, $(eirejr’e,) = && . There are eight different 
diagrams to check, exhibited in Fig. 2, depending on the pairs (i, j), (j, K), and 
(i, k). The only combination for which there is any difficulty in verifying that 
Pi As;, corresponds to e,re/e, is Soc(Rej) $ Rei/ Jei , Soc(Re,) $ Rejl Jej , 
Soc(Relc) E Rei/Jei . We will demonstrate this case. Assume that we are given 
a commutative diagram 
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FIG. 2. Verification of multiplication in Proposition (3.2). 
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We need to define a map CQ: Re, -+ Re[,-,I such that olikrllc == eirejr’ek .
Accordingly, let x E Re, . Since under our present hypotheses i f j so that 
im eirei C Jej , there exists y E Re[j-ll such that yrli = xe,rej . Define Q: 
Re, --f Re[,-,I via ctilc: x ++y& . Th en (Y is an R-homomorphism and is well- 
defined since our present hypotheses imply j # K, so that ker ,& Z Soc(Re[,-ll) = 
ker Q . Routine diagram chasing shows that 0~~~71~ = edejr’e, and 7i01ili = pdjpik . 
Therefore the following diagram is commutative, showing that #(eirejr’ek) =
P&k: 
Because R is artinian and #: R + R is a surjective ring homomorphism, 
1c, is also an isomorphism. Finally, 4: ei w erieI] since the diagram 
%-II ‘)i Re, 
is commutative, and the proof is complete. 
Suppose that R is a basic indecomposable QF serial ring that is not weakly 
symmetric, fix j E { l,..., n}, and let I/ be the automorphism of (3.2). Then as K 
varies from 1 to II, @(ej) = e[j-al runs through {er ,..., e,}, and every simple 
left module appears once in the set {Soc(Re[j-,l)}~~_.,  To each #” corresponds 
a bimodule silk R with the left module JVk = RR and sclar multiplication on 
the right given by m 1 Y = m+“(r) for m E iIZ* and I E R. Then D, = 
Hom( , RMIc a) is a Morita duality between R-mod and mod-R with 
Dk(Soc(Re[,-kl)) G ejR/e* J; in particular, there is a k with Dk(Rej/Jej) g ejR/e3 J. 
By (1.4) this value of k is [I - c(ejR,)]. Since c(e,.R,) = c(eaR,) for all i E {l,..., n}, 
(1.4) also shows that E(Rei/Jei) s Re[(-k] = Rz,bk(e,) for any i. Applying (3.1), 
this proves: 
(3.3) THEOREM. Every QF serial ring has a weakly symmetric duality. 
(3.4) EXAMPLE. Basic indecomposable weakly symmetric QF serial rings 
exist for which (3.2) fails. To construct such a ring, let L! = Zs[x]/(Xe). Define 
functions (II: Z, -+ Z, and /3: Z, -+ II via or(O) = 0, or(l) = 2 and p(O) = 0, 
/3(l) = x + (x2). Notice that 01 is a homomorphism of &-modules, /? is a homo- 
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morphism of /l-modules, and fory, a E Z, , y * “(2) = CC(Z) * y = 0 = /3(z) *y = 
y * p(z). Let R be the set of all (2 x 2)-matrices 
with a E Z, ; b, c E Z, ; and d E A. Define addition as usual and multiplication 
by 
(; i)($ ;:, = yyy$? B($;r+bb$)’ 
where the products ab’ and bd’ are computed in ?,Z,* ca’ and dc’ in nZ,Z, , 
aa’ in Z, , dd’ in A, and bc’ and cb’ in Z, . Then R is a ring with radical J con- 
sisting of matrices with a E rad Z,; b, c E Z, ; and d E rad A. Let e, = (i i) 
and e, = (i II). Simple computation checks that R is a basic indecomposable 
serial ring with admissible sequence 3,3; hence, R is QF and weakly symmetric. 
Any ring automorphism #: R -+ R with #(e,) = ea would induce an isomorphism 
between e,Re, g Z, and e,Re, E A, a contradiction. We arrive at the same 
contradiction if we assume the existence of a duality D with D(Rel/Jel) E 
eJ&J- 
4. FACTOR RINGS AND GOOD DUALITIES 
A question closely related to “What rings have self-duality ?” is “Do factor 
rings of rings with self-duality have self-duality I”It is well-known that if there 
is a Morita duality between R-mod and mod-S given by Hom( , RUs) and I 
is any ideal of R, then Hom( , RI,U;i,H) defines a duality between R/I-mod 
and mod-S/H, where U’ = Ye and H = ys(U’) [13]. Roux [21], at the sugges- 
tion of B. J. Miiller, defines a self-duality for R induced by yp: R -+ S to be 
good if for every ideal I of R, v(I) = rsrU(I). Hence, if R has a good duality, 
then every factor ring of R has self-duality. It is not hard to see that a good 
duality is weakly symmetric. The next proposition gives a sufficient condition 
for the converse to hold. An R-module M is said to be distributive ifits lattice 
of submodules is a distributive lattice. 
(4.1) PROPOSITION. Let R be an mtinian ring. If every primitive right (or 
left) ideal of R is distributive, th nevery weakly symmetric duality for R is a good 
duality. 
Proof. Let {e, ,..., e } be a complete set of primitive idempotents for R. 
By (3.1) we may choose an injective cogenerator E of R-mod and a ring iso- 
morphism @: R + End(,E) = S that induces the weakly symmetric duality 
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D = Hom,( , *ER) with E@(Q) = E(ReJJe*). Let fi = @P(q) and Ei = Efi . 
Also set E’ = r,(I), Ei = T&) = rE(I)fi , and H = r,(E’). We need to show 
that H = @(I). First, notice that fiHsgg Hom,(EJEl , E) = D(E,/Ei) and 
D(Rej/ Jej)s g fJif(rad S). S ince e,R is distributive for each i, also D(e,R) g REi 
and hence REi are distributive. Therefore [6, Theorem 2.4; 7, Lemma 41, 
4,Rej&) = c(dV) ejejRej). Thus, 
c(fiHf~,~~,) = 4ej~ej&%/G)) = 4ejRejejEd - 4+,e&) 
= 4GejejRej) - 4e4W)ej,,~e,> = 4eiIejejRe,)- 
Because fiS is distributive, fiS’ljsr, is uniserial [7, Lemma 41. Both fiHfj and 
@(eJej) = fi@(I)fj are submodules of fiSfj fjsjj and have the same composition 
length, so fiHfj = f&I) fi . Thus H = @(I) and D is a good duality. 
(4.2) EXAMPLE. To construct an example of a weakly symmetric duality 
that is not a good duality, let d be a division ring and R’ the subring of the 
(8 X 8)-matrix ring over d with typical element 
a 
I 
d x s 
a c Y 
a b 0 
a 
acyt 
0 
a b z 
a d 
a. 
Let KC R’ be the ideal given by the conditions a = b = c = d = 0 and 
x + y + z = 0. Let R = R’/K. Then Sot(R) is simple, so R is a local QF 
ring with a weakly symmetric duality Hom,( , RRR). Let I C R be the ideal 
givenbya=b=c=O.ThenH = yRrR(I) is the ideal given by a = c = d = 0, 
so H # I and the duality Hom( , RRR) is not good. It should be noted that R/I 
nevertheless has self-duality, for I+%‘: R’ -+ R’ via 
induces an automorphism # of R with $(I) = H. 
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In contraposition t  the ring R of (4.2) we now show 
(4.3) PROPOSITION. Let R be an indecomposable serial ring with strictly 
increasing admissible sequence. Every self-duality D for R is a good duality. 
Proof. By (4.1) it is sufficient to show that every self-duality D for R is 
weakly symmetric. Let {e, ,..., e } be a basic set of primitive idempotents for R. 
Since Ret is the projective cover of Rei/Jei , D(Re,) c E(D(Re,/Je,)) and 
&Re$) = c(E(D(Rei/Jei)),). (See[l, Sects. 23 and 24-j.) But by (1.4) c(RRed) =
c(E(eiR/e,J)). Because the admissible s quence of R is strictly increasing, there 
is at most one indecomposable projective l ft R-module of a given length, and 
thus at most one indecomposable injective right R-module of a given length. 
Therefore E(e,R/e, J)G E(D(Red/Jei)) and e,R/e{ Jg D(Rei/Jel). 
Murase has shown that many serial rings are isomorphic to factors of QF 
serial rings [17, Theorem 91, including all serial rings R with the nilpotency 
index of rad R less than or equal to the cardinality of a basic set of primitive 
idempotents for R. As immediate consequences of(2.4) (3.3), (4.1), (4.3), and 
[17, Theorem 91, we have: 
(4.4) THEOREM. Every factor ring of a serial ring with either a strictly in- 
creasing orconstant admissible sequence has self-duality. 
(4.5) COROLLARY. Let R be a serial ring with a basic set of primitive idem- 
patents {e, ,..., e }. If (rad R)n = 0, then R has self-duality. 
Were it true that all serial rings are factors of serial rings with either a strictly 
increasing orconstant admissible s quence, we could conclude that all serial 
rings have self-duality. This hope must be abandoned as the next example 
shows. In the discussion f the example we will use a result due to Ivanov [9, 
Theorem 1 l] stating that: 
(4.6) If e and f are primitive idempotents inan indecomposable serial ring R 
with J = rad R and c = c(cReeRf) then 
(1) c = c(eRf~~~), and 
(2) W(eJ4” rfrzfl(fJf )“- 
(4.7) EXAMPLE. Let fl, 01, and p be defined as in (3.4). Let R consist of 
(3 x 3)-matrices of the form 
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with aEZ,; s, t, u, a, w E n, ; and b, c, d E A. Define addition as usual and 
multiplication by 
aa’ + ar(su’) + ar(tv’) as’ + sb’ at’ + sd’ + tc’ 
= ua’ + bu’ + dv’ ,&.s’) + bb’ + /3(dw’) /3(ut’) + bd’ + dc’ , 
vu’ + cd vd + wb’ + cw’ W’) + ,&d) + cc’ 
where the products su’, tv’, us’, ut’, OS’, and vt’ are computed in Z, ; as’, at’, 
sb’, sd’, tc’, wb’, and wd’ in zAZ,A ; bu’, CD’, cw’, dv’, dw’, ua’, and vu’ in Jy ; 
ad in Z, ; and bb’, bd’, cc’, and dc’ in ASetting 
and 
0 0 0 
es= ( 0 0 0 0 0, 1 1 
the corresponding admissible sequence of A is 4, 4, 5. If R were a factor of a 
serial ring with a strictly increasing admissible sequence, then R would be a 
factor of a serial ring R’ with admissible sequence 4, 5, 6. But by (1.3) and (4.6), 
if e and f are primitive idempotents of R’, then c(cR*deR’f) = 2, eR’e E fRf, 
and we arrive at a contradiction Z, g e,Re, s ezRez z A. Similarly, if R were 
a factor of a serial ring with a constant admissible sequence, then A would be 
a factor of a serial ring R’ with admissible sequence 5, 5, 5, and (1.3) and (4.6) 
give us the same contradiction. 
Even though the ring R of (4.7) fails to be a factor of a serial ring with a 
strictly increasing or constant admissible sequence, it is still true that R has 
self-duality. In fact, let R be any serial ring with admissible sequence 4, 4, 5. 
Then by considering the maps Rel = E(Re,/ Je,), 0 + Re, -+ E(Re,/ Jez), and 
Re, + E(Re,/ Je,) ---)r 0 and using the techniques in the proofs of (2.4) and (3.2), 
one can show that R has self-duality. Similar computations prove that all serial 
rings with a basic set of at most three idempotents have self-duality; unfortu- 
nately, each class of serial rings with admissible sequences equivalent modulo 3 
requires different diagrams. We know of no example of a serial ring without 
self-duality. 
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